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Battle for Azeroth™ extends and enhances the legendary legacy of Warcraft by delivering a world of new
story missions, forms, zones, and more. Blizzard Entertainment® and retail partners are offering a special
25% savings off the retail price of the game, valid on all World of Warcraft™ and StarCraft® II: Wings of
Liberty™ Battle Pass accounts. In addition, purchase any bundle, add-on, or World of Warcraft™ Season
12 Game Time or World of Warcraft: Battle for Azeroth™ Game Time and earn the epic Battle for
Azeroth WoW Companion App™, valued at $39.99. GIFT CARD REWARDS For the first time, WoW
players can gift their Battle for Azeroth™ Game Time and World of Warcraft: Battle for Azeroth™ Game
Time to their friends and family and earn a gift card for Blizzard Entertainment. The WoW Companion
App™, a feature coming in Battle for Azeroth, will also earn a card. On Battle for Azeroth launch, players
will be able to redeem the cards for in-game rewards, including more Game Time for their friends and
family members. AERIAL GRAPHICS A staggering amount of detail and immersion characterize
Warcraft®, including the animated character models, lush environments, and awesome battles. These new
3D models make the experience more lifelike, more beautiful, and more playable. Explore the visually
stunning and original world of Warcraft from the high flying perspective of your favorite characters, as
never before. CLASSES Warcraft® III: Reforged™ will feature classes and forms representing all six
races of Warcraft®, with some returning and others new to Battle for Azeroth™. Players will be able to
play as the Warlocks, Darkspear Trolls, Night Elf Sorcerers, and Undead Death Knights for the first time.
Discover the origins of the Horde and Alliance as you battle for Azeroth as the Guardian, a new class
character, or one of several other new classes for each race. In addition, the Alliance and Horde will each
be able to play as the highly anticipated new Nightborne class. CLASSES AND ALLIANCES You will be
able to choose the Horde or Alliance to play as and you can recruit new allies to join you and your allies as
you embark on new story missions. MOVEMENT Warcraft® III: Reforged™ is focused on improved,
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